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ANCIENT BEJA

Partial view of the city from the Castle of Beja

Beja is an ancient city. Situated on a plateau, dominating
the plains of Baixo Alentejo, one can easily see that it
has a privileged position when viewed from a mirador
or from its city walls. The surrounding countryside
extending for dozens of kilometres is only interrupted
by the Serra de Portel to the north and by the foothills
of the Serra de Aracena to the east, the latter lying in
the Spanish province of Andalucia, and spreads south
to the mountains of the Algarve and to the west to the
Serra de Grândola in the coastal area of the Alentejo.
The magnificence of the countryside makes one
sometimes forget to look closer, but passing through
the small streets of the town centre one realises how
steep the plateau can be as it rises above the surrounding
areas in an imposing way and making it difficult to gain
access to its top. Those behind the city walls can observe
everything that happens around the city within a radius
of dozens of kilometres. Whoever is at the base of the
hill can see the difficulty of entering the city when the
inhabitants do not wish to open the doors of the great
walls for them. From a strategic point of view Beja was
built on one of the best sites on the plateau, aware of all
that happened there and prepared to defend themselves
from their enemies.
But let us return to the lookout points of Beja on a
morning in October and look at the countryside again.
The soil prepared for planting is dark, nearly black, a
dense spot interspersed with the green from cork oaks,
olive trees, fruit trees, and the vegetation bordering the
main roads and the rural lanes.
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But the plateau on which Beja is built contains another
secret, which makes it even more special. In the subsoil there
is water, this fundamental resource which is a precious gift in
the Alentejo. The number of wells discovered during various
archaeological investigations carried out in the city confirms
the use of aquifers in various periods, showing their importance
in the daily life of the city.
It is not just any soil, but the famous barro
negro which is considered the richest in the
Alentejo. The city was established right in the
middle of it, in the heart of one of the most
fertile regions in the south of the country,
cementing the riches pro-duced here into the
administrative and political centre and the
sentinel of defence Besides, the region has an
important collection of mineral resources which
have been known and mined for long times,
rendering it even more valuable and attractive.
Through the ages agriculture, mining, and
cattle breeding appear to have been important
resources for the local economy.
Since early times the river Guadiana which was
navigable up to Mértola, being the river port for
Beja, gave them access to the Mediterranean
to export their products and from there they
also received goods from other trading stations,
and from regions as far away as Egypt of the
Pharaohs or classical Greece.
But the plateau on which Beja is built contains
another secret, which makes it even more
special. In the subsoil there is water, this
fundamental resource which is a precious
gift in the Alentejo.

1
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The number of wells discovered during various
archaeological investigations carried out in
the city confirms the use of aquifers in various
periods, showing their importance in the daily
life of the city.

times. Therefore each construction that takes
place in the center of the city begins to uncover
traces of other epochs, revealing cities that
have continued uninterruptedly, and for most
of the time interpenetrating to the flavours of
historical conditions reflecting the cultural and
material characteristics of each period.

Partial view over the plain, from the Castle of Beja

For all these reasons, Beja was already existent
in ancient times! The availability of water,
the richness of the soil, the proximity of the
Guadiana river for communication, as well as
the physical conditions that the plateau offered
regarding control of the surrounding area and
the possibility to defend the population, were
advantages that the resident populations in this
region have realised and appreciated since early
4

But how ancient is this city? For many
years this question was difficult to answer.
Opinions of historians and archaeologists were
divided between those who asserted that the
foundation of the city was in Roman times, and
those who referred to the plateau having been
inhabited earlier.
3

2
1 Representation of a bull,
sculpture, Iron Age
(Séc. VI a.C.) NMRS
2 Roman coin (II century) MRS
3 Fragments of roman lucern
with decorations RMB
4 Bull´s head (Roman period) RMB
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The archaeological excavations carried out in
the Rua do Sembrano, now a museum, allows
resolution of this argument. Discovery of the
remains of a wall dated from the Iron Age,from
the second part of the first millennium BC
proves that even before the Roman presence
there must have been a significant population
on the plateau at the current site of Beja, as the
construction of a wall 3 metres wide was only
justifiable in the light of a significant urban
population.
Also a vast collection of objects from the same
period have been unearthed, revealing a
sophisticated material culture and giving some
insight into the people who lived in this city.
One of the most important discoveries were
fragments of refined ceramics from classical
Greece, proving that products from around
the eastern Mediterranean arrived here, and
confirming a link with civilizations that cruised
these seas even before its incorporation into the
Roman world, a situation which only occurred
many centuries later. In view of the lack of
written documentation, we do not know the
name of the city nor of its population.
That there was a city is now a certainty,
giving rise to an occupancy, now confirmed
by excavations in other parts of the city, that
stretches until present days. This emerges
clearly from the excavations in the Rua de
Sembrano, the results of which can be seen in
situ and interpreted in the original context.
Although we do not know the name of the
Iron Age city, that of the Roman epoch is well
known. Also designated as Pax Augusta it is
however the name of Pax Julia which finally became the dominant one, corresponding with the
integration of the whole region into the Roman
world from at least the first century BC. Having
talked until now about the antiquity of the city,
in the Roman epoch, we have to credit it with
another attribute that shows its importance.

Detail of roman chapiter RMB

Detail of Roman mosaic RVP
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Though we can in fact only guess at the importance of the Iron Age population,
there is no doubt with regards to the importance of the Roman city.
Integrated in the province of Lusitania, with the capital in Mérida, one of the
three administrative regions in which the Iberian peninsula was organised
during a long period of the Roman Empire, Pax Julia was the capital of one
of the three conventus iuridicus (circumscribed judicial and administrative
territories) that existed on the present Portuguese territory and which was the
only one south of the Tagus. Therefore, Beja was a city with the most important
administrative and judicial status in the region. Although this information was
gained from written documentation, the archaeological remains we find all over
the city, particularly abundant when referring to the Roman city, confirm the
grandeur and splendour Pax Julia must have possessed, in accordance with the
status it had.
A visit to the Regional Museum of Rainha D. Leonor allows us to see exactly
this question. We find a collection of large sized building components from the
Roman period, suggesting the existence of majestic public equipments, while
at the same time the careful placement of the shapes of decorative elements
and the balance of the pieces found reveal an urbanisation and a pure aesthetic
sense, on the lines of cities in the centre of the Empire.
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1 Column fragment (4th/5th century) VMRMB
2 Abacus pilaster (7th century) VMRMB

Equally, one would suppose that the principal
produce of that time would have been cereals
– namely wheat – wine and olives for the
production of olive oil, a classical trilogy of
the Mediterranean agriculture, which today
still constitutes the basis of local consumption.
Besides these, there were naturally other
products such as vegetables, fruit and the
proceeds from raising cattle. Besides the
villae with production units already having
certain dimensions, there existed also smaller
agricultural units.

Excavations initiated in the last decade of the
20th century on the site where the forum once
stood confirm these perspectives following
discovery of the foundations of one of the
largest Roman temples in the Iberian peninsula,
the most monumental discovery to date in the
Portuguese territory.
Having a city with such characteristics there
was also a rural world around Pax Julia that
was heavily populated, shown by multiple
archaeological vestiges of agricultural exploits
from the Roman epoch, known as villae (villa
in the singular), which were located in circles
around the city. One would suppose that the
produce would not only supply the nearest
urban markets, but would have also been
transported to other regions across the Roman
sea which was thus the Mediterranean.

This type of Roman agriculture is illustrated in
the Villa Romana of Pisões where the quarters
belonging to the proprietor, the pars urbana,
have been uncovered (the pars rustica, the
dwellings of servants and slaves, and the pars
fructuaria, granaries, stables, and tanks for
wine pressing have not been excavated).
The mosaics, the thermal complex, and the
wall of the dam were in a very good state of
preservation up to the present day allowing
an assessment of daily life in this period.
The disintegration of the Roman Empire and
the migration and settlement of people from
the east and from northern Europe altered
the European political reality. The Iberian
peninsula did not remain immune to this
situation and and the visigoths movement
to this territory will give rise to the formation
of a Visigothic Kingdom, a process that lasted
through the 5th century AD, was consolidated

Hypocaust detail of roman baths RVP
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in the 6th century and remained until the 8th
century. The new political reality, apart from
introducing some changes, does not seem
to imply, in general, a radical alteration in
economic and social structures. They continued
to retain some characteristics already present in
the final days of the Roman Empire.
The same thing seems to have happened with
some cities which, in spite of suffering various
and progressive changes, are going to maintain
their preeminence as political, administrative

and economical centres of defined regions.
This was indeed the situation in Beja, which
continued to rely on the document it had
regarding the south west of the peninsula
during the Roman period, in which it was
confirmed as the seat of a bishopric, whose
bishops took part in councils in Toledo, the
capital of the new kingdom throughout the
6th and 7th centuries, and thus continued to
maintain some urban magnificence.
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Overview of the visigothic museum of RMB
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The Visigothic Museum, which is
part of the Regional Museum of Beja
and is one of the most representative
of the country about this period,
opens a window on the history of the
city in that period.
The Visigothic Museum, which is part of the Regional
Museum of Beja and is one of the most representative of the
country about this period, opens a window on the history of
the city in that period.
In 711 the Moslems, coming from Maghreb, started the
occupation of the peninsula. Following the defeat of the
last Visigothic king, Rodrigo, at the battle of Guadalete, the
Visigothic kingdom declined and Moslem power became
eminent throughout nearly the entire Iberian peninsula.
It was the beginning of the history of al-Andalus, the name
the Moslems gave to their dominions on the peninsula,
which would last for nearly eight centuries. Beja, or Baja as
it appears to have been called by the Moslems, a term which
derived from the designation of Pax in the Roman empire,
would remain one of the most important cities in the western
part of al -Andalus, the stage of relevant political happenings,
cited by various Arab sources. The city gave birth to
important figures in the culture and politics of al-Andalus
in various periods, highlighted by the birth of al-Mu’tamid,
the renowned king-poet who was king of Seville in the 11th
century until he was deposed off by the Almorávidas and
finished in exile in Aghmat, near Marrakech. Archaeological
findings confirmed the importance of the city in this period,
as shown by the discovery made in the first decade of this
century of an Islamic necropolis with hundreds of graves.
The material remnants of the islamic Beja are to be seen in
various museums of the city (Museum of Rua do Sembrano;
Regional Museum of Beja and The Visigothic Museum).
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In the 12th century, the process of Christian
conquest progressed south, diminishing
progressively the domains of al-Andalus.
In the west of the peninsula the monarchs
of the recently formed kingdom of Portugal
contributed largely to this progress and the
fields on the plains were invaded by their
armies.
Beja was not an easy place to conquer.
In fact it dragged on for almost a century,
alternating between temporary Christian
conquests and more prolonged Moslem
reconquests, until the city was finally integrated
into the kingdom of Portugal by the time of
D. Sancho II in the 3rd decade of the 13th
century. It was, by now, a city much destroyed
and depopulated having been subjected to the
permanent conflict, with a similar situation in
the surrounding countryside. The Portuguese
monarchs will take measures in order to
repopulate and to rebuild the area. With the
Christian conquest a new cycle began.
The well established link to the Mediterranean
which had characterised this region and which
contributed to the strength of the city all the
way through the Islamic era was to become a
vanishing memory. Beja would never go back
to being the same.

6

1 Islamic coin of the caliphate period of Córdova
(929-1031) RMB
2 Islamic coin RMB
3 Islamic khandis RMB
4 Islamic coin of Almoadas kingdom (1147-1268) RMB
5 Islamic candle (12th century) NMRS
6 Islamic ewer in ceramic dry rope (XII century)NMRS
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Beja, or Baja as it appears
to have been called by the Moslems, a term
which derived from the designation of Pax
in the Roman empire, would remain one of
the most important cities in the western
part of al-Andalus, the stage of relevant
political happenings, cited by various Arab
sources. The city gave birth to important
figures in the cultu-re and politics of
al-Andalus in various periods, highlighted
by the birth of al-Mu’tamid, the renowned
king-poet who was king of Seville in the
11th century until he was deposed off by
the Almorávidas and finished in exile in
Aghmat, near Marrakech.

View of the city
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MEDIEVAL AND
MODERN BEJA
When in the first part of the 13th century Beja
was definitively integrated in the Portuguese
kingdom, it was a city that was relatively
depopulated and rather destroyed as a result of
the century long struggle between the Moslems
and the Christians for possession of the town.
The historical records of both sides concur
about this aspect. And with regard to the city
of Beja this was going to be one of the principal
concerns of the Portuguese monarchs during
the medieval times as shown by the chronicle
of D. Afonso III in which is recorded that the
monarch ordered the repopulation of Beja.
Simultaneously, the Christian conquest led
to a process of reorganization of urban life in
accordance with the new religious and political
requirements, now dominant. In fact, both
aspects are linked in the way that consolidation
of the city into the domain appears a
fundamental aspect for the promotion of its
repopulation, as like all cities it was functioning
as an administrative centre and a confirmation
of the new emerging powers. In this sense, the
towers and roofs of the Christian churches,
symbols of the triumphing Catholicism, came

to replace the Islamic minarets and mosques,
while at the same time the castle and the
city walls did not solely function as defence
mechanism for Beja, but just as much for
confirmation of the power of the monarchs
of the Portuguese kingdom.
During the Middle Ages Beja was to be the
most southern city visited by the kings, and
its strategic importance was confirmed by
awarding it the Foral Afonsino (Charter of
Afonso) by D. Afonso III, in 1254.
It is within this context that the reconstruction
of the city’s defence systems has to be viewed
with the construction of a donjon that was
the highest in the Portuguese territories. It is
a process that started in the beginning of the
13th century and appears to have been going
on up to the 14th century. It is not certain
whether the outline of the current walls follow
the entire original trajectory or only used parts
of the old defensive walls of the Moslem era
or late Antiquity. Based on its characteristics
we find ourselves with a fortification that was
part of the renewal movement of the Gothic
period in which certain concepts inherent to

Romanesque castles were abandoned in search of more effective
defence mechanisms, a period that in Portugal began exactly in the
13th century.
Also, the new religious edifices that emerged everywhere in the city,
already showed the characteristics of the Gothic period. Some were
antique temples surviving from ancient times as appears to be the
case with the Church of Santo Amaro, which is possibly from the
Visigothic period, and which now houses the Visigothic Museum
of the Regional Museum of Beja. The same appears to be the case
with the Church of Santa Maria, which according to the hypothesis
of some authors had been the principal mosque of the city during the
Moslem period. Both these churches had been subjected to systematic
changes of the construction, iconography, and decorative elements,
reflecting the religious and aesthetic requirements and asserting
the powers of the various periods. It concerned a process that was
common for all religious buildings which in certain cases involved
profound changes to the original appearance. One of the new
buildings erected is the Convent of S. Francisco founded outside the
city walls at the end of the 13th century and belonging to the Order
of San Francisco. This Order is not only known for its evangelizing
capacity, an important aspect in a territory which until recently had
been Moslem, but also for the entrepreneurship they brought into
the settlement (repeopling) and for the development of agricultural
activity.

Keep of the castle of Beja

Detail of the vault of the keep - castle of Beja
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Taking in mind the context mentioned before,
it is not surprising that local authorities themselves had been requesting the installation of
a monastery of the Order in the city.
Worth mentioning of this period is also the
Church of Santo Estêvão, a small Gothic monument which, according to some historians, dates

from the last quarter of the 13th century.
Some archaeologists and historians are of the
opinion that despite all these new buildings,
constructed traces of other eras, particularly
from Roman times, would have been visible in
Beja throughout the medieval period, maybe
degraded or even in ruins but continuing to be
a part of the urban landscape.

Ecce Homo detail, Portuguese painting (15th century,
unknown author) RMB

Detail of the Chapel Tomb CSF
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This coexistence mirrored the situation of the
society itself, which besides the Christians was
composed of a Muslim, or Moorish, and
a Jewish population. They lived in a coexistence
that would not always have been peaceful
but which illustrates, in spite of everything,
an environment of relative tolerance, equal
to what had been the case in the cities of alAndalus. This aspect is illustrated by the names
of the neighbourhoods to which the various
populations were concentrated and which to
this day are known as “mouraria” (Moorish
quarter) and “judiaria” (Jewish quarter), and
from which they carried out their labours and
contributed to the economic and cultural life
of the city.
Between the second part of the 15th century
and the first of the 16th century, Beja underwent profound changes, largely due to the
influence of the Dukes of Beja. Firstly, the
Infante D. Fernando, who was the brother of
king D. Afonso V and became the first Duke
of Beja. He was married to D. Brites, and his
daughter D. Leonor married king D. João II;
secondly, D. Manuel, who was also Duke of Beja
and ascended the Portuguese throne at the end
of the 15th century.

Gargoyle (15th century) RMB
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These Dukes, especially D. Manuel, contributed
to the stimulation of urban renewal of Beja,
spurring a series of works that changed the face
of the city and, as seemed to have happened,
definitively removing the remaining vestiges of
the city from before the Christian conquest.
D. Fernando and D. Brites (Beatrice, as she was
also called) are credited to have founded, during
the second part of the 15th century, the Convent of Nossa Senhora da Conceição, nowadays
housing the Regional Museum of Beja, which
became one of the richest monastic institutions
in the south of the kingdom. After it had been
partly destroyed at the end of the 19th century,
we can nowadays only see part of the initial
building which shows a clear affiliation with
late Gothic and Manueline styles as well as
new elements from later periods.
The Dukes of Beja also founded a building to
house patients and pilgrims which later, at
the initiative of D. Manuel I, was enlarged
and transformed into the Hospital of Nossa
Senhora da Piedade, and from the start of the
construction in 1490 it had been in operation
until the inauguration of the new city hospital
in 1970.

These Dukes, especially
D. Manuel, contributed to the
stimulation of urban renewal
of Beja, spurring a series of
works that changed the face
of the city and, as seemed to
have happened, definitively
removing the remaining vestiges of the city from before
the Christian conquest.

This urban renewal, as indicated before, found the major
expression during the reign of D. Manuel I – uprooting streets,
opening up spaces for squares and erection of new houses, the
most exemplary work of this period being the New Square, the
current Praça da República.
There was a clear attempt to monumentalize the city, as was
obvious from the obligation that houses built on the square
were required to have two stories, a process to upgrade the
status of Beja with the ultimate aim to regain the designation of
being called a city in the official documents, a term that was to
substitute the term of Vila used during the entire Middle Ages
since the Christian conquest.
The construction of this square also brings the city centre back to

There was a clear attempt to monumentalize
the city, as was obvious from the obligation
that houses built on the square were required
to have two stories...

Convent of Nossa Senhora da Conceição RMB

Praça da Républica / Republic Square
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Manueline window

Church of Misericórdia
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the area corresponding to the Roman Forum, which in the Islamic
and medieval period had supposedly been structured around other
areas.
At its pinnacle, a building important for 16th century Beja was
erected. The Church of Misericórdia is a unique example of the
Renaissance architecture in Portugal. The original building was
ordered to be built by Infante D. Luís, the fifth Duke of Beja,
in the second trimester of the sixteenth century, to serve as a
butchery. However, its local impact was so great that it was rapidly
transformed into a church, after some alterations were made to
serve for this function.
Other buildings important for this period are the Church of Santo
André, a Gothic-Mudejar example of the end of the 15th century /
beginnings of the 16th century, and the Church of Santiago, which
was consecrated in 1590 but underwent profound changes when
it was adapted as a Cathedral in 1932, a status which it still keeps
today. At various buildings throughout the historic city centre one
can see traces of the 15th and 16th century with amongst others
the outstanding janela Manuelina (Manueline window) on the
Rua Dr. Afonso Costa, commonly named the Shopping Street.
In all the kingdoms which remained faithful to the Roman Pope,

the 17th and 18th centuries were marked by the
Counter-Reformation, which was to profoundly
influence the outlook of urban architecture.
Also in Beja we find traces of these happenings,
with some churches incorporating a new way
of expression associated with this movement,
which reflected a new spirituality and attitude
towards religion translated into the decorative
profusion of the Baroque style.
A good part of the churches in Beja were to be
coated with gold leaf, which, complemented by
other features such as tiles, painting, sculpture,
and religious implements, introduced a quirky
exuberance to this period.
Some new churches were erected in this period,
such as the Chapter of Nossa Senhora dos
Prazeres which was constructed in the second
part of the 17th century (currently one of the
pillars of the network of museums of the
Diocese of Beja), while others underwent
profound structural changes, which were was
not limited to only the decorative and iconic
elements, as in the case of the Church of Nossa
Senhora ao Pé da Cruz.
The College of the Jesuits is a building representing the architectural transition of the 17th
to the 18th century, already pointing to other
solutions moving away from the Baroque.

Hispanic-Arab edge pane tile(XVI century)
RMB

In a strongly hierarchical society, where social
and cultural control was central powers of the

Detail of the ceiling painting
Churf of Nª Srª dos Prazeres
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time, the Inquisition played a major role in
repression and in maintaining the established
order and its actions were felt throughout the
kingdom from the moment of its entry into
Portugal in 1536. Beja also suffered from its
effects and the ambience of relative tolerance
between the cultures which, like in other cities,
had survived during the medieval period now
dissipated. It is now in privacy that people gave
vent to beliefs and feelings which, when voiced
in public, could have compromised them.
Sister Mariana Alcoforado, a nun at the
convent of Nossa Senhora da Conceição in
the 17th century and presumed author of the
famous Lettres Portugaises, a set of love letters
known around the world, can be seen as the
symbol of this secret spreading of affections.
In the 18th century a series of happenings
were gaining force, which, at theEuropean
level were leading to important transformations, of which the French Revolution in 1789
is a fundamental symbol, and which were to
lead to the disintegration of the old regimes.
In Portugal too these new winds were starting
to blow and the French invasions, early in the
19th century were working as a catalyst for
changes that were already in the making.
Beja was keeping pace with these transformations and, in some cases, has played a role
relevant to contemporary Portugal.

Church of the Convent of Nossa Senhora da Conceição RMB
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Overview of the city
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BEJA, A CITY IN
THE 19 CENTURY
Beja arrived in the 19th century with still a defensive
silhouette and still surrounded by a ring of medieval
walls. These walls were inevitably aged, ruined, and
useless, serving more as backing and support of other
constructions that were concealing and profiting from
it. They were functioning more as a kind of symbol of a
past definitely remote and vanished. As the columnist of
the local newspaper “O Porvir” wrote, “Beja had a period
of being a grand village, of numbness, of melancholy,
and of wallowing in its negligence – a happy bohemian
of discomfort, exiled from beauty, insensitive to the
empathy of emotions that are synonymous with life,
ardent, throbbing with the caresses of mystery.”
An extremely fatalistic text, which seems to be born
out of pity for Mário de Sá-Carneiro, some kind of
“romanticism” which certainly paints a plausible reality.
There is a verse by Garcia Lorca referring to Córdoba,
that could also apply to Beja – “…and remember Córdoba,
remote and alone….” - Beja not having its Lorca (who
by the way was not from Córdoba) does belong to that
“family” of cities in Mediterranean Iberia, which as
a result of their extraordinary geography remained
hostage to a past loaded with distance and solitude…

Portas de Mértola
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During almost the entire 19th century Beja
is a worn and aged city (and which real cities
are not?). In the first part of the century “it
still has intact its five medieval gates which
are closed when the Ave-Marias are played
and are opened again at the sound of Matins”,
as is described by Rui Mateus in the book
Beja - Roteiros Republicanos , co-authored by
Constantino Piçarra, ed. CNCCR, 2010.
One of these gates, probably the biggest of them
all, was the “Portas de Mértola” , which until
the second part of this century had retained
a Roman arch of considerable dimensions,
bordered by two monumental towers, one of
them also truncated (it is known that there still
are two Roman arches in the old medieval gates
of the city – at the Portas de Évora and at the
Portas de Aviz). These “Portas de Mértola” were
definitely the main gateway to the medieval and
the modern city. Correia das Neves emphasizes
above all that the entry was through this gate,
facing south to the “Campo Branco” and to the
“Campo de Ourique”.
Here were the best pasturelands of the country,
through in which large flocks of sheep entered
to supply the city. A remarkable image that
illustrates the fate of a region shaped by an age
old agricultural economy.

It is this old, historical, rural
town, capital of a precious
agricultural territory which
was the real reason for its
existence...
Though for other reasons, the Portas de Mértola still remain important to Beja to this day.
In the 19th century the city of Beja wasn’t
much different from the city of the preceding
century, wounded, however, by the French
aggression. In the beginning of the century, the
city was a victim of destructions and terrible
plunders. David Argel and Helena Guerreiro
Marques in their book Quatro Décadas de Beja
Uma Busca das Bruscas Transformações 1950
-1989 Edition of the Câmara Municipal de Beja,
wrote, “The report of Junot is enlightening:
-Beja no longer exists, its criminal inhabitants
passed the edge of the sword and their homes
delivered to pillage and fire –”. Frightening
words but certainly overdone with regards
to the degree of destruction of the city
brought about by the army of Napoleon.
We may acknowledge that Beja, in the 19th
century, is still a city designed during the
remote reign of D. Manuel I, Duke of Beja,
and this “design” arrived in the 19th century,
continued in the 20th century and in essence
is what we now call the historical centre of
Beja.
It is this old, historical, rural town, capital of a
precious agricultural territory which was the
real reason for its existence, which Leite de
Vasconcelos visited, at the beginning of the
20th century and of which he gave a somewhat

Details of the historic center of Beja
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bleak and gloomy picture: “Beja, as city and
capital of the district, represents perfectly the
typical aspects of life in the Alentejo, and, as
an ancient city that has been present during
the vicissitudes of our history, a populace
isolated in the middle of a desert, only recently
connected with the rest of Portugal by the
railway line, still preserves archaic traits and
constantly reminds one of the past because
of the ruins of its medieval castle, the general
paltriness of its buildings (...), the narrowness
of the streets (...) “. For those who would have
visited Beja before the great demolition of the
last quarter of the 19th century, it would have
appeared to be the most ancient, the most
archaic, and the most remote of all the cities of
the interior of the country. They would have
been “astounded” by the extraordinary mass
of the numerous convents (and churches),
eventually emptied and closed by the liberal
revolution, hopeless, half ruined on too
narrow and unpaved streets, confined by
a ring of walls that are also useless and in
ruins, with little new area, and a yet discrete
expansion outside the walls. Maybe it was a
sad city, maybe wistful, but surely stunning
for that very reason. It is this city - that from
the 1860’s underwent an extraordinary
urban intervention, which, for better or for
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worse, caused a large urban upheaval, possibly
comparable to that of the beginning of the 16th
century. This exceptional topographic plan is
on file in the Municipal Archives of Beja. It is
in this period, and for about 50 years, that a
huge amount of monuments were demolished
– “There, thus, was an outburst of demolition
in that time in which all that could remind
one of the extinct world was considered ugly,
reactionary, requiring radical substitution” –
helped again by the words of David Argel and
Helena Guerreiro Marques. A whirlwind of
demolition which was unparalleled, as far as is
known, in other cities of the country. All this
happened even before the establishment of the
Republic, although one of the protagonists with
a clearly republican inclination, the Viscount
of Ribeira Brava from Madeira, who was
briefly Civil Governor of Beja, was in certain
ways heading this terrible campaign of major
demolitions “in order to impose a rationalistic,
liberal and civilized mentality”.
List (incomplete) of demolished buildings
Portas de Mértola – 1863 (?);
Paço dos Infantes – 1895;
Casa dos Corvos – 1897;
Convento da Conceição (the major part);
Convento da Esperança ;
Capelas dos Anjos e de Sto. António ;
Hospício de Sto. António;
Igreja de S. João – 1913;
Capela do Rosário – 1923

From a huge list of great medieval buildings,
including some that today would be enormous
patrimonial assets, three certainly emerge because of the absolute rarity and unique beauty:
The Convent of Conceição which, though partly
demolished (the rest housing today the Museum
Rainha D. Leonor - RMB which too is precious)
was a building of extremely rich architecture of

the period immediately preceding the Manueline period, the late-Gothic from the second part
of the 15th century, which was full of tiling
of Hispano-Arabic (from Seville 16th C.) and
Portuguese (17th C.) origins. It was an immense
and precious building of which we have some
photographs taken before the demolitions.
The “Casa dos Corvos (crows “ or the “Arabian
Palace of Aladdin” about which we know vir-tually nothing but the beauty of the name and
the reputation of having been built over Arabic
arcades (and these were certainly of Arabic
origin).
The “Paço dos Infantes (Palace of the Infants)”
of which there remain some parts in the
Regional Museum of Beja, namely part of the
magnificent ceramic passage that linked the
Palace with the Convent of Conceição. From
the photographs that have reached us, we can
admire a Moorish style building or mudejar,
with undeniable austerity of the ornaments, a
style of which the best example, between us, is
the National Palace of Sintra. A gem, which in
the Alentejo could be compared (at least before
perhaps) to the palaces of “Água de Peixes”
in the municipality of Alvito and the famous
“Sempre Noiva”, in the municipality of Arraiolos.
Quoting the architect Eugénio Castro Caldas
– “with all these demolitions, Beja became a
city of …. houses.” And this was indeed what
it became. Perhaps the profusion of sculpted
masonry-lintels, columns, pointed arches etc. displayed on so many buildings of the historical
centre of Beja, parts that are not in situ, are a
kind of posthumous homage the city made to
these lost buildings through the reapplication
that they undoubtedly represent.

Details of the historic center of Beja
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Largo(square) de S.João
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BEJA, A CITY IN
THE 20 CENTURY
If the end of the 19th century saw a changed appearance of the medieval city, which it had largely remained
until then, following demolition of an immense amount
of religious buildings, the 20th century definitely broke
away from a city within walls and built a new town
around the old citadel. It was inevitable, in a century
which in Portugal was marked by three absolutely
vital moments – the establishment of the Republic, the
Salazar dictatorship and the revolution of April 25, 1974
– that there were to occur political, economic and urban
changes, determining new ways of living which played
an important role in the “design” of the city of Beja in the
20th century.
The first Republic was, even after the transient period
of relative inadequacy, a 16 year period of permanent
instability, and perhaps the least productive in urban
“performance”. And yet, Beja is a city that was at the
forefront, so to say, with regards to the implementation
of the Republican ideals. Beja, in the early years of the
20th century, had above all to (re) invent a new city
following the demolitions of the Viscount of Ribeira
Brava. Beja had to rebuild itself. New streets had to be
projected, wide ones that had previously not been there,
squares that had not existed and which, all of a sudden,
were there. That was, above all, the first job the new
regime had to perform and it did so with conviction and
sophistication. Not wasting the opportunity created by
the untimely demolitions, seizing the opportunity to
create a set of new urban realities.
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It was inevitable, in a century which in Portugal
was marked by three absolutely vital moments – the
establishment of the Republic, the Salazar dictatorship
and the revolution of April 25, 1974 – that there were to
occur political, economic and urban changes, determining
new ways of living which played an important role in the
“design” of the city of Beja in the 20th century.

-Largo de S. João which in that time was called Largo Coronel António Maria
Baptista;
-Praça Morais Sarmento, currently Largo da Conceição;
-Praça Cândido dos Reis, currently Largo dos Duques de Beja;
-Rua do Conde da Boavista;
-Largo da Creche Coronel João de Sousa Tavares, currently Jardim Engenheiro
Duarte Pacheco (Jardim do Tribunal)

Detail of Municipal library

These are some examples of this urban vision that was opting for open spaces,
“clean” of medieval meagreness, as if awaiting a new and different time (howe-ver much the demolitions had cost them).
But the Republic under the newly created “Administrative Commission of the
Republic” did more. In 1923, under the chairmanship of Ezequiel do Soveral
Rodrigues, the supply of water to the houses in the town was inaugurated,
taking advantage of the construction of a large water reservoir under the new
public parks behind the Convent of Conceição, a reservoir that is still in operation. In 1926, even after the 28th of May when the city council was dissolved,
the supply of electricity was inaugurated – which was a project of the Republic.
These were two very remarkable achievements of the new regime, so concerned with issues of health, hygiene, education, culture and recreation of the
people. Years before, in 1918, “the distinguished architect Raúl Lino” moved
to Beja to initiate the project aimed at installing the regional Museum and the
municipal library (which since 1876 had been installed at the College of the

Detail of railway station

THE (RE)INVENTION OF THE CITY…
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20th century, Beja was to have had an area
of about 1 km in diameter (about 55 ha), with
its houses close together and almost all by the
Ring Road, that existed by then, but still with
some uncultivated lands on the northern slope
near the station, which always and historically
had been the least favoured because of the
cold and the biting wind that is felt in this area.
Population wise, the town had about half of the
current population” (12.432 habitants in 1930),
according to Rui Mateus and Constantino
Piçarra – (Beja Roteiros Republicanos, ed.
CNCCR, 2010).

Garden of ‘Engenheiro Duarte Pacheco’(court square)

Largo (square) dos Duques

Rua (street) do Conde da Boavista

Jesuits) in the building of the former Convent
of Conceição, now vacant since 1895. The
works were completed in the final period of the
first Republic (1925/1927). The library, which
was in the cloister of the convent, was open
at night because, as Soveral Rodrigues wrote
in the journal “Ala Esquerda” – “all recognize
that the people, busy during the day on the
land or in the workshop, will only be able to go
to the library at night in order to educate and
civilize themselves”. The 1st Republic ended on
May 28th, 1926 and things were inevitably to
change. – “By then, at that first quarter of the
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The “military dictatorship” that followed the
first Republic was also to inaugurate a series of
“modern features” which “are not barred from
being projects of the Republican period, even
though - eliminar many of them are – eliminar
born out of a sincere desire to improve the
living conditions for all citizens, an ideological
assumption that fits these upcoming ideas
(fitted republican ideals)”, as Rui Mateus and
Constantino Piçarra tell us in the same work.
The “modern features” were, above all, the piped

water supply and electric lighting for public
and private use, but especially for the
commercial establishments which had been
connected (adhered to the idea) from the first
hour. After 1933, the “Estado Novo” (New State
– the name given to Portuguese dictactorship)
was to endow Beja with a series of buildings
for collective use and some residential
neighbourhoods with economic characteristics,
under the so-called “Planos de Fomento”
(Encouragement Development Plans).

Post office building detail

Municipal swimming pool

College Diogo Gouveia

Pax Julia Municipal Theater
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Among these buildings for collective use, we point out the following ones:
The Park Vista Alegre (open air cinema, of which only the entrance doorway is left ) – 1929;
the College Diogo de Gouveia – 1936; the Post Office – 1939; the Civil Government – 1940; the
Seminary – 1940; the Provincial Council (the current District Assembly) – 1946; the Bank of
Portugal; the Court House – 1951; the Cine theatre Pax-Julia (remodelled) – 1952; the Munici-pal Stadium – 1953; the Municipal building – 1953 (reconstruction).
There are further four more noteworthy buildings: the Bus Station from 1966, the municipal
Swimming pool, also from 1966, the municipal Market, also from 1966 and the District Hospital, inaugurated in 1970.
In this period it was a town in clear expansion; still in the 30’s, the first stretch of the Avenida
Vasco da Gama near the College was built, showing great architectural homogeneity and a
unique urban profile, corresponding to a more scholarly expansion. Further there were the
neighbourhoods (Bairros) of “the Encouragement Plan”full of “Casas Portuguesas”, Portuguese
style houses made as if they were houses of the traditional Portuguese quarters - Apariça
(1942), Salazar (1949), Nossa Sra. da Conceição (1955), Caixa de Previdência (1960), this one
more “urban”.
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The residential neighbourhood of the Air Force, Neighbourhood of the Germans, (1966/67), with completely modern
“criteria”, was of particular importance in the urban context
of Beja. It was built to house families and pilots of the air
force of the Federal Republic of Germany, a country which
in the context of the “cold war” built here an important
base for military training and for logistic support to the
“Atlantic Platform”. For that purpose a total area of 110 ha
was planned, an area which, if built, would have doubled
the area the city had occupied until then. Of this huge area,
only about 11 ha was occupied with for that time remarkably
modern constructions, made with German funding but with
exclusively Portuguese projects. Even today it is a space of
remarkable urban quality.
The expansion of the city was a framework which was properly charted and mapped out, producing to this end, a series
of General Plans of Urbanization (1949 – 1954 – 1967 – 1974)
that were to establish rules for zoning, expansion, and protection, etc., confirming the new urban dimension of Beja. This
set of management tools, which would have been a novelty in
the still incipient municipal administration, meanwhile came
to “permit the growth of the city to no longer be a matter of
chance nor the toy of political and economic interests which,
until then, were determining factors in the growth and
shaping of urban spaces”, as tell us, again, David Argel and

Residential neighbourhood of the Air Force

This set of management tools, which would have been
a novelty in the still incipient municipal administration,
meanwhile came to “permit the growth of the city to no
longer be a matter of chance nor the toy of political and
economic interests which, until then, were determining
factors in the growth and shaping of urban spaces”.
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Helena Guerreiro Marques (Quatro Décadas de
Beja – Uma Busca das Bruscas Transformações
1950-1989, ed. CMB).
The approximately 55 ha that the city held in
the late 19th century, it had already grown in
1967, for example, to about 160ha.

Interestingly, in the third General Urbanization
Plan (1967) an area of expansion of 285 ha
had been proposed, a quantity that extremely
exceeded the needs of that time and even the
more distant expectations. There was, however,
an undeniable desire for growth.
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It was also in the 60’s (1962), clearly having the future Residential Neighbourhood of the Air Force in mind which was to be
served by a privileged access, that the construction of the so
called Variant of Beja (1st section, West) was made, a road would
become absolutely decisive in the delineation of the future urban perimeters of the city. It would also add an undeniable air of
modernity having a separate lane for cyclists, something never
seen before, which was an undeniable pioneer for all the bike
lanes and pedestrian paths of our days.
By 1974 Beja had about 20,000 inhabitants. It was still a small/
medium town, capital of a district exclusively agricultural and
it was to encounter the great political and social changes that
would once again change its appearance. With the autonomy
of local powers an extraordinary time of affirmation of the local
communities was arising and new areas of municipal adminis-tration were emerging that would give priority to large public
works of infrastructure - water, sewers , electricity, that were
so deficient in the city; to the construction of housing with the
creation of a housing cooperative; to the planning with new
technical staff, new ideas, new tools and new financial resources.
It is at that time that fundamental plans were defined: General
Plans, Partial Plans and detailed Plans created for both public
and private building plots.
Through a Preservation Plan, a pioneering initiative in Portugal
within the collection of “Cities with Historic Centres”, the

Garden Gago Coutinho e Sacadura Cabral (Public Garden)

The urban development of the city
of Beja was at this epoch the
manifestation of the fulfilment
of newfound freedom.
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historic centre was looked at in a different way.
The city was to establish the limits of its
growth and to bring about the new paradigms
of development – the agricultural reserve,
which in this region is precious, green spaces
for leisure and recreation, respect for the
environment and the landscape, the new rules
of mobility and circulation, the new “pedestrian
zones”, the new schools, the new sports, the new
fairs, the new communication.

The urban development of the city of Beja
was at this epoch the manifestation of the
fulfilment of newfound freedom.
“URBAN EXPANSION AFTER 1974”

The 1st phase of the Urbanization, Beja I, with
145 houses, in 74/75, and the “Bairro Social”,
Beja II, with 260 houses in 76/77 were
fundamental in defining the new city limits,

House of Culture
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in particular with regards to the “spacious” area
to the west of the city. Also from that time is
the neighbourhood of “Bairro dos Moinhos”,
a small garden-city isolated to the north, with
the startling constructive technology from
a Scandinavian sympathetic with the revolution. The first phase of the Urbanization was
completed in the first half of the 80’s with the
construction of 93 houses to the north/east
a part more “wild” and less sought after, the
“Bairro da Conceição” which inherited its name
from the adjacent workers neighbourhood

from the 50’s. The “Expansion Plan along the
road Beja-Ferreira” known as the “Bairro da
Cooperativa” with the 1st phase having started
in 1982 and the total of 526 houses completed
in the 90’s, became one of the most important
factors in determining the new silhouette of
the city, particularly by setting the total volume
and clarifying the urban outline . Returning
to the expansion to the west, the “Expansion
Plan West” or “Beja III” from 1989 with 400
houses also took into account the “design” of a
University Campus (the Polytechnic Institute)
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The “Monument to the Political Prisoner”
by Jorge Vieira which is a pure sculpture of
tremendous value to our modern times...

to anticipate the arrival of an important
scholarly Institute which contributed so much
to the spirit of openness and modernity that
Beja experienced during the 80’s and 90’s. In
this decade, we must refer to the Urbanization
Plan Beja IV, a compact set of attached singlefamily houses which somehow will complete
the expansion to the west which had started 30
years ago in the 60’s.

how it should cater to the population.
It is a building central to the cultural activity
of Beja, very much frequented and consulted.
There were other things in the 90’s in the field
of culture that had their own specifications and
urban dimensions, vying for attention, such
as modern and challenging pieces of public
art. The “Monument to the Political Prisoner”
by Jorge Vieira which is a pure sculpture
of tremendous value to our modern times,
and still another notable one on the “Lisbon
road”, which was originally intended as an
adornment of the northern ends of the “bridge
over the Tagus”, but only much later was built
in Beja; the two irremovable “twin” stones,
celebrating the “twinning” of Beja with another
Beja, the Tunisian Beja, by Manuela Soares; the
spinning top full of “childhood” and the cup full
of festivity by Sousa Lara, have become integral
parts of the fabric of the city which also helped
to draw the profile that the 20th century had
shaped for it indelibly.

CULTURAL FACILITIES OF THE CITY SINCE THE 80’S

Panel detail “the place of water
(of Rogério Ribeiro) NMRS

Spintop full of “childhood” (of Sousa Lara)

Monument to the Political Prisoner( of Jorge Vieira)
Twin Stones( of Manuela Soares)

Buildings such as the Casa de Juventude, House
for the Youth, (1982) more known as “Casa da
Cultura” are an obvious indication of the strong
cultural movements of the years following the
April revolution, a building in which “culture”
was the objective of the project which by itself
was a generator of urbanism and urbanity.
Later, in 1993, the Municipal Later, in 1993, the
Municipal Library became a reality and a model
of what a contemporary library should be and
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BEJA, A CITY IN
THE 20th CENTURY
S.João square
Conceição square
Duques de Beja square
Rua Conde da Boavista
Garden of Eng.Duarte Pacheco
Vista Alegre Park
Diogo de Gouveia College
Post office
Civil government
Seminary
District Assembly
Bank of Portugal
Court House
Pax Julia Municipal Theatre
Municipal Stadium
ANCIENT BEJA

City Hall/Municipal Building

Archaeological Museum (Rua do Sembrano)

Former Jewish quarter

Bus Station

Regional Museum Rainha D. Leonor

Former Mourish quarter

Municipal swiming pool

Archaeological excavations (Rua da Moeda)

Convent of Nossa Senhora da Conceição

Municipal market

Roman Villa of Pisões

Hospital of Nossa Srª da Piedade

Hospital

Visigotich Museum

Republic Square

Municipal Library

Church of Misericordia

House of culture

MEDIEVAL AND MODERN BEJA

Church of Santo André

Castle

Church of Santigo (Cathedral)

Residential Neighbourhood
of the Air Force
Social Neighbourhood

Church of Santo Amaro

Manueline window

Neighbourhood of Moinhos

Church of Santa Maria

Church of Nossa Srª dos Prazeres

Neighbourhood of Conceição

Convent of S. Francisco

Church of Nossa Srª de ao Pé da Cruz

Neighbourhood of Cooperativa

Church of Santo Estêvão

Former Jesuits Convent

University Campus

